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[ AGE OF INTERMEDIA ]  The Middle Ages inte-

grated the human senses and unified their media 

into a culture of saturated sensation. The saturated 

sensorium nurtured principles of perception and 

mediation permeated with paradox, intersensorial 

entanglement, and multimodal interchange. This 

book addresses medieval modes of multi- and inter-

mediality in material as well as immaterial culture 

and cultural history. It exemplifies the sensory and 

multisensory experiences sustained by medieval 

religion, art, archaeology, architecture, literature, lit-

urgy, music, monasticism, miracles, cult, piety, love, 

eating, drinking, cognition, recollection, and burial. 

It ponders over perceptual practices performed as 

ritual, devotion, consumption (sacred or secular), 

memory, sanctity (in persons or percepts), church 

environment, sacra mental imagery, romantic rep-

resentation, and word-image-song-dance remedia-

tion. It illuminates the intertwined and compound 

character of the five Aristotelian categories of visus 

(sight), auditus (hearing), tactus (touch), olfactus 

(smell), and gustus (taste), showing that there was 

indeed far more to the senses and to sense ex-

perience than this classical categorisation might 

suggest. It aims to saturate our sense of medieval 

mediation beyond established modern and classi-

cal categories of communication.
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INTO THE 
SATURATED 
SENSORIUM

Introducing the Principles of
Perception and Mediation 

in the Middle Ages

[ Hans Henrik Lohfert Jørgensen ]

Going Multimedieval

An interdisciplinary group of Scandinavian medievalists met in Aarhus, Denmark in 
the spring of 2009, to debate the concept of a seminar with a rather outlandish and 
experimental title: Multimiddelalder. This translates into something like ‘Multiple 
Middle Ages’, while also implying ‘Multi Media Ages’. It would thus involve the 
recognition of a multiplicity of media and sense relations beyond established modern 
categories and across the accustomed thresholds of modern communication. In this 
sense, the Medium Aevum – originally a modern term for what is in principle not 
modern1 – can be redefined and offered a new place in media history. Instead of just 
preceding or contrasting mediatised modernity, the ‘age in the middle’ may be ap-
preciated as pivotal in the on-going development of epochal principles of perception 
and mediation: an ‘age of the medium’, both historically and in a broader perspective 
– suggesting diachronic and synchronic implications alike. A ‘multimedieval’, mixed-
media culture, that is, of renewed inspiration to late- (or post-)modern fascinations 
with the transmedial hybridity, intersensorial entanglements, and multimodal cross-
overs now challenging modern ontologies of autonomous, self-contained media. 

INTO THE SATURATED SENSORIUM
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 For those no longer adhering to the ever more contested and untenable notions 
of ‘pure’ art forms, medieval media practices offer a plentiful reservoir of strategies 
for combining, blending, and fusing media modalities into rich and abundant wholes 
not forced into a priori categorisations. Here, we do not look for pure optical paint-
ing or listen to purely auditory music excluding other modes of sensation or signifi-
cation. In place of such select ideals, we may hear of ceremonial soundscapes in 
compound spaces of sensation and mediation; we may reconstruct complex sense-
scapes of multisensory impressions generated by ritual practices, performers, and 
percipients; or we may encounter the miscellaneous materiality of touchable and 
kissable imagery featuring iconic appearances, precious objects, inserted relics, dram-
atised narratives, and written words to be hymned or read aloud. Here, various class-
es of media inform and include each other while various types of sense experience 
permeate and saturate each other. Media of perception and expression coincide and 
co-operate instead of policing their own inherent boundaries, isolating their own 
experiential dominions, or seeking to define their own particular properties. Here, 
we can study theories of, say, musical harmony, which integrate – with an admirable 
ease – what we are normally used to think of as entirely different arts. Indeed, this 
could include wholly different domains of existence, ranging from perceptual to 
mathematical proportion, from physical to spiritual harmony, from psychic to cos-
mic structures. 
 Therefore, the manifold multiplicity of medieval notions of music may serve to 
illustrate the integration and coalescence of areas of life and mediation otherwise 
seemingly apart or separate. Presently, this sonorous example will allow us to explain 
the basic idea and aim of the present book, itself intended to be a coherent and ami-
able amalgamation of several overlapping fields of investigation and facets of social 
and cultural history – secular as well as sacred, material as well as communicational, 
embodied as well as mental. It is a book about the senses and their media in the  
Medium Aevum; about perceptual principles, practices, and paradoxes; about what it 
implied to perceive and mediate something in given situations and concrete con-
texts. A series of individual but coordinated and correlated chapters each covers a 
principal branch of the cultural history of perception and mediation in order to 
highlight the integrated and unified nature of medieval media and senses. Taking 
their point of departure in either representative notions and problems signalled by 
the chapter headings, or in select exemplary cases of these general principles, they 
explore what sensing was, what it meant, what it did: how sensation operated within 
each area, how it was conceived, how it was performed, how it was mediated.2 They 
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discuss the multi- and intermediality of cultural or cultic artefacts as well as the sen-
sorial and intersensorial dimensions of a wide array of distinctive concepts and prac-
tices within medieval religion, art, material culture, public life, social conventions, 
monastic living, miraculous events, texts, tales, images, literature, architecture, mu-
sic, food, ritual, devotion, cognition, corporeality, memory, and thinking. The satu
rated sensorium nurtured the worldly and unworldly practices of presentation, repre-
sentation, and mediation; the corporeal and spiritual concepts of sensation, sanctity, 
and incarnation; the physical and ceremonial spaces of environment, cult, and com-
memoration; the emotional and intellectual body of love, meditation, and recollec-
tion; the material and visual culture of sacraments, celebration, and consumption. 
Across a number of academic disciplines, these intertwined domains of sensory and 
media history are addressed from the interdisciplinary, intermedial, and intersenso-
rial perspective informing the book as a whole, thus contributing to a new vision  
– and a new version – of the Middle Ages, emerging in some of the most recent 
scholarship: an age of intermedia. 

Age of Intermedia

Returning now to the broad and mixed medium of music – or, as it was perhaps 
rather perceived and practiced – the intermedium of music, it will allow us to suggest 
what is at stake in this revision. The medieval perception and understanding of music 
exceeds and challenges the boundaries that define the realm of aesthetics in the mod-
ern sense. For Boëthius (c. 475-524), author of the widely influential De institutione 
musica, for instance, the three primary kinds of music comprised sensory, extra- 
sensory, and infra-sensory modes of mediation and sensation. In an extended field of 
music, a comprehensive continuity of harmonies was linked by the same elemental 
modulations and proportions, from the microcosm of man to the macrocosm of the 
universe: 1) the physical, corporeal, and vocal sounds of actually performed music, 
which would issue from its appropriate instruments (also counting the voice) to be 
absorbed as “a unified multiplicity” by the external senses, seeking beauty in nu-
merical and emotional relationships alike; 2) the supersonic music of all the world 
and natural creation, theoretically inherited from antiquity as musica mundana,  
generated by the spherical motions of celestial bodies and the universal concord of 
elements; 3) the self-reflective music of man, musica humana, residing in our bodily 
and mental constitution as an extension of our inner and outer nature, only per-
ceived by the one descending into the depths of himself.3 In this generally accepted 
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trichotomy, comparing and melding music in nature, music in man, and music in art 
(i.e. music made by man), the audible musica instrumentalis was sounded to accord 
with – ad imitationem – the higher inaudible kinds of music from which it all  
originated.4 It was a doctrine of unity in diversity, an axiom, not of purity but of 
plurality, not of a single sonic modality but of sensory multimodality, not of media 
autonomy, but of interconnection, interdependence, and intermediality. 
 Thus, the ample system was reproduced by, among others, Aurelian of Réomé in 
the ninth century, who observed “that a wondrous harmony [mira harmonia] joins 
together and unites all creatures. […] music radiates from the whole of creation”.5 
Since everything that exists is arranged in an overall conformity, a composite yet 
concordant composition, “there is music [consonantia] in all things”.6 Sound was 
sensed to mediate an ultrasonic principle, namely an admirable synthesis of all per-
ceptible things and creatures. Within this totalising synthesis, auditory beauty itself 
was nothing less than a universal concept including music as well as poetry and lit-
erature. These were joined together because they were all intended for instrumental 
and/or vocal performance, and were hence received by the ear in unison with other 
senses. “[O]ne kind of music uses instruments”, according to Boëthius, “and another 
composes poetical works” – seamlessly merging media today belonging to different 
realms.7 Among the liberal arts, music was considered to be a general property of 
things and could be found everywhere in the world, not only in chanted carmina, 
melodious verses, aural poems, oral recitations, and dramatised plays, but also in 
motion, dance, gesture, bodily posture, architecture, and other visual pleasures. The 
musical modulatio of contrasting components created a sensible order in structured 
vocalisations, verbalisations, and visualisations: in arranged words, coordinated 
movements, pictorial compositions, materialised edifices, and even social bodies, all 
of which manifested the underlying conception of a manifold whole, a multiple 
unity. In a deeper institutional sense, everything was saturated with music, harmo-
nising superficial differences into an ineffable concordia. It was a ‘multimedium’ on a 
very extensive and far-reaching scale, exceeding the modern limitations and classifi-
catory restrictions of the worlds of sound, senses, and media. In a way, the whole 
sensory sphere was experienced as a medium – or indeed, an intermedium – for 
God’s comprehensive self-revelation, glimpsed in the divine order, which lended 
some measure of proportion to all things created, whatever sensorial instrument they 
played in the grand polyphony of perception. As a result, the world of sensation 
provided the model for human intermedia of all kinds, exploring their own creative 
potential within the order of creation.
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 In order for us to grasp this syncretistic sensibility, we may just lend an ear to the 
Speculum musicae, that is, a voluminous treatise of music theory from the early four-
teenth century: “Music in the general, objective sense applies in a way to everything 
[quasi ad omnia se extendit] – to God and His creations, incorporeal and corporeal, 
heavenly and human, and to the theoretical and practical sciences”.8 Or we may lis-
ten to Grosseteste (c. 1168-1253) on the liberal arts: “It is not only the harmony of the 
human voice and movements which is subject to musical examination, but also the 
harmony of instruments and everything which, by sound or movement [in motu sive 
in sono] affords pleasure”.9 Or we may take a dance to the visible music of Roger 
Bacon, presented in his monumental Opus Maius around 1267: “Apart from those 
branches of music which concern sounds, there are others dealing with visible things, 
that is, human movements [gestus] which include movements in the dance and all 
bending of the body”.10 In such an audio-visual and kinaesthetic conformity of  
categories, the consonance of movable man, visual world, and somatic sound was 
manifested to the senses – at least ideally – in a synaesthetic symphonia of sensory 
values. Emblematic of this concomitance of perceptual values, Johannes Cotton in 
his early twelfth-century De musica expressed the emotional and sensorial effect of 
one sense modality spilling over into the other: “The organic tonus and its accompa-
nying feeling are intensified by certain tastes and odors, weakened by others. This is 
true of colors as well as of sounds”.11 In other words, sensory impulses were actually 
felt to permeate and inundate one another across their assumed areas of perception, 
olfactory and gustative stimuli able to effect visual and auditive responses, and vice 
versa. Within this sensual synaesthesia – which may be perceived as one subordinate 
variant of a greater pattern of multimodality – perception, so it seems, was experi-
enced as polymorphous and peripatetic. Likewise, Guido of Arezzo observed that 
music crossed modalities and had certain qualities in common with colour, odour, 
and savour. In his Micrologus, “Short treatise on music”, written around 1025, he 
sings out loud the copious concordance of this entire paradigm of intermingled and 
interchangeable sensation: 

It is no wonder that the ear [auditus] should take delight in the variety of sounds, 

just as the eye [visus] takes pleasure in the variety of colours, the nose [olfactus] is 

excited by the variety of smells, and the tongue [lingua] rejoices at different tastes. 

The sweetness of delightful things penetrates wondrously, as through the window of 

the body, into the depth of the heart.12 
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Sight, hearing, olfaction, and gustation come together in touching body and heart 
with the “sweetness” so often hailed as a unifying feature of both physical and spir -
itual experience. A suggestive vocabulary of sweet sounds and perfumed sensations 
(“suavitas”, “dulcis”, “dulcissimum”, “florata” etc.) bears witness to the polyphonic 
communion of sensory values so deeply felt by past percipients. In the saturated sen
sorium, the sweet senses blended into each other and saturated one another, just like 
the perception of music was saturated with feelings and savoury suggestions, with 
sensuous motions and emotions, with odoriferous smells and tastes, with flowery 
tones, colours, and chromatic shades coupling nuances of vision and audition. 
 Offering a continuous window onto the perceptible world, the bodily senses inun-
dated the overwhelmed recipient with interrelated impressions, hearing saturated 
with feeling and flavour, seeing and moving saturated with phonics and rhythm. In 
the end, there was far more to perceptual experience than indicated by the reductive 
Aristotelian systematisation of the five ‘classical’ senses.13 However neat and tidy, the 
sensory order of visus (sight), auditus (hearing), tactus (touch), olfactus (smell), and 
gustus (taste) did not – and does not – describe the compound and braided operation 
of human sense perception.

Euphony of Sense and Media Modalities

From the perspective of media interaction it is not just what Edgar de Bruyne, when 
speaking about the Carolingian intermediality of rhythm and proportion, has termed 
“the perfect unity of dance, song, and poetry” – hence anticipating one of the chap-
ters in this book (on the intermediality of the medieval popular ballad).14 It is also 
that these media and forms of expression were conceived of as more or less the same 
thing, or at least that they conformed to the same rules and the same domain,  
bridging variable modes of signification and sensory stimulation: music usually con-
sisted of both melody and meaningful words, lyric was habitually intoned or sung, 
and texts typically recited as oral–aural compositions in a social space of embodied 
sensory presence. When responding to the plural impact of what Werner Faulstich 
has called “Menschmedien”, percipients could readily see, hear, feel, and smell the 
performers’ present bodies, regardless of whether these communicated through vo-
cal, verbal, gestural, rhythmical, theatrical, or other corporeal means.15 In a media 
history, not of mutual segregation and compartmentalisation, but of reciprocal inter-
change and fusion, “[…] there was no poetry unaccompanied by music, nor music 
without words”.16 In the resonant proclamations of Guido, this medial and modal 
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interrelationship explains the sensual charm of congruous plural forms – the mixed 
melody of multimodality, so to speak: 

Consider, then, that just as everything that is spoken can be written [omne quod 

dicitur scribitur] so everything that is written can be made into song again. Thus, 

everything that is spoken can be sung [canitur omne quod dicitur] for writing is de-

picted by letters [scriptura litteris figuratur]. […] So a sweet blending [suavis concor

dia] is found in the different parts. In verse we often see such concordant and mutu-

ally congruous lines that you wonder, as it were, at a certain harmony of language 

[symphoniam grammaticae]. And if music be added to this, with a similar interrela-

tionship, you will be doubly charmed by a twofold melody.17 

This is a remarkable “euphony” – as Guido terms it – of basic media modalities: song, 
speech, writ, language, and their figuration or depiction, one leading to or contain-
ing the other, as when depicted letters (exemplified by the vowels) were pronounced 
and made into notes, transmitted back and forth between the sensory domains of the 
eye, the ear, and the mouth. In an almost cyclical intercommunication, these modes 
were all functionally interdependent and operationally interlaced, sometimes absorb-
ing and assimilating each other, sometimes sustaining and underpinning each other. 
Written letters figured images of script harbouring both the euphonic intonations of 
spoken language and the diaphonic movements between sounding syllables and ex-
claimed neumes.
 Accordingly, there was also an iconic, figurative, or even pictorial component of 
this entangled media matrix – a visual or ‘intervisual’ element in the amalgam of 
communicative configurations. In the first instance, there was neither music without 
acoustic images nor images without acoustic resonance. Likewise, there were no pic-
tures without words, either those painted in them (e.g. speaking scrolls or inscrip-
tions), those narrated by them (e.g. biblical accounts or stories), or those preached 
before them (e.g. sermons, prayers, or readings). In a performative culture of oral 
intermediality, music was always also a tale, a tale was always also music. Moreover, 
an image was always also a tale; a tale was always also an image, performed by a living 
body. In addition, there was another dimension as well to this prolific and untrou-
bled amalgamation of basic media. In a corporeal culture of material intermediality, 
an image was always also a text, and a text was always also an image, due to the 
physically inscribed materiality of both handwritten texts and handmade imagery. In 
principle, both manual script and crafted pictures were concrete objects or vehicles 




